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indigenous*peoples*have*often*been*contrasted* to* the*universal* ideals* that*undergird* the*
right* to* equality.1* *And* indeed,* it*was* in* the*name*of* equality* that*no* special* status*was*
afforded*to*the*indigenous*peoples*of*Newfoundland*upon*union*with*Canada*in*1949.**Yet,*
richer*conceptions*of*equality*require*that*a*different*treatment*be*offered*to*individuals*or*
groups* who* find* themselves* in* a* disadvantaged* position.2* * Substantive* equality* then*
becomes* a* claim* for* the* recognition* of* difference* rather* than* a* claim* for* consistent*
treatment.3* * Such* a* conception* of* equality* has* often* been* mentioned* as* one* possible*
justification*for*the*specific*rights*granted*to*the*indigenous*peoples.4*
Given* the* governments’* initial* refusal* to* recognize* the* existence* of* indigenous*
groups* in* the* province,* Newfoundland* and* Labrador* provides* a* unique* case* study* of* a*
framework* for* the* recognition* of* indigenous* groups* that* is* built* from* scratch* in* an* era*
where* equality* has* become* a* cardinal* legal* and* political* value.* * To* be* sure,* we* do* not*
assume*that*the*motivation*of*the*federal*government*(or*any*other*actor*for*that*matter)*
was* to* achieve* greater* equality.* * Nevertheless,* as* we* shall* see* below,* equality* played* a*
central*role*in*the*justification*of*claims*for*recognition.**Arguably,*government*responses*









3                          EQUALLY RECOGNIZED? THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES*
*
to*such*claims*were*also*informed*by*equalityNrelated*considerations,*at*least*to*the*extent*
that*the*government*must*publicly* justify* its*policies* in*such*a*way*that*does*not*make*it*
look* like* similar*groups*are* treated*differently*and* to* the*extent* that* it* is* faced*with* the*
prospect* of* court* rulings* invalidating* laws* or* policies* that* are* contrary* to* the* right* to*
equality.**Thus,*equality*is*at*once*a*powerful*tool*and*a*powerful*constraint.**Yet,*when*we*
look*today*at* the*(almost)* final*result*of* these*struggles* for*recognition,*we*do*not* find*a*
single*set*of*rules*(equally)*applicable*to*all*indigenous*persons*in*the*province,*but*rather*
a*patchwork*of*statuses*and*bundles*of*rights*that*differ*from*group*to*group.**As*we*shall*





claims* for* “sameness* in* difference.”* In* Part* II,* I* describe* the* indigenous* groups* of*












do* so* would* actually* put* members* of* a* cultural* minority* at* a* disadvantage.5* * Thus,* an*
assertion*of*difference*grounds*specific*rights*aimed*at*enabling*members*of*the*group*to*
live* according* to* their* culture* and* to* perpetuate* that* culture.* * However,* assertions* of*






















excludes* persons,* such* as* the* claimants,*who* share* the* same* cultural* difference* (hence,*
“sameness*in*difference”)*as*the*persons*who*are*included.*
The*same*distinction*also*applies*when*claims*are*made*on*a*collective*basis.* * *(By*
this,*we*mean*that*what* is*sought* is*a*collective*right*or*a*right* that*can*only*be*enjoyed*
collectively.)* *A*minority*group*may*say* that* specific* rights*are*necessary* for* its* cultural*
survival.* * Professor*Magnet,* for*one,*has* elaborated*a* theory*of* equality*between*groups*
that*ensures*that*cultural*minorities*have*the*same*opportunities*to*enjoy*and*perpetuate*
their* cultures* as* the*majority* group.* * As* he* puts* it:* “A* group* is* equal* to* other* relevant*
groups* when* it* possesses* adequate* means* of* perpetuation.”7* * His* theory* is* aimed* at*










aimed* at* the* indigenous* population* generally,* and* that* the* government* had* seen* fit* to*
delegate* its* management* to* First* Nations,* it* should* extend* the* same* treatment* to* nonN
status*groups.*
Of* course,* the* application* of* those* concepts* to* practical* situations* depends* on*
factual* judgments* about* which* cultural* differences* require* specific* rights* for* their*
maintenance,*or*which*similarities*call*for*similar*treatment.**Culture,*ethnicity*or*identity*
are*not*easily*measurable*nor*compared.* *The*difficulty*of*identifying*the*differences*that*
call* for* specific* treatment* is* illustrated* by* the* process* by* which* the* courts* select* the*
“analogous*grounds”*that*attract*the*protection*of*the*right*to*equality.**(Section*15*of*the*
















on* the* knowledge* and* representations* of* the* judges* about*homosexuality* and* its* link* to*
personal* identity.* *Hence,* the*practical* application*of* the* right* to* equality*may*very*well*






the* group’s* cultural* specificity,* but* also* practical* judgments* as* to* the* contribution* of*
certain* rights* or* policies* to* the* preservation* of* that* specificity,* as*well* as* a* costNbenefit*
analysis* of* those* rights* or* policies.* * This* task* is* all* the* more* difficult* in* the* case* of*
unrecognized*indigenous*groups,*as*their*cultural*difference*has*generally*been*denied*for*
a*long*period*by*the*government,*by*nonNindigenous*society*and*often*by*other*recognized*









are* already* recognized.* * A* side* effect* of* this* tendency* is* to* bring* back* the* search* for*
comparator* groups* at* the* forefront* of* equality* analysis,* even* though* the* Supreme*Court*
has* tried* to*downplay* the* importance*of* comparison* in*such*cases,*given* the*obstructive*
effects* it*had*on*many*kinds*of* claims,* in*particular*where*no*useful* comparison*may*be*
drawn*or*where*a*comparison* fails* to*capture*the*essence*of* the*disadvantage*that* flows*
from*a*distinction.10*
Studying* the* struggle* of* the* indigenous* peoples* of* Newfoundland* and* Labrador*
bears*out*this*hypothesis.**The*starting*point*of*that*struggle*is*the*“official”*classification*of*
the* indigenous* peoples* that* derives* from* legislation* and* government* policy.* * That*
classification* usually* reflects* the* views* and* the* goals* of* government* officials* and* nonN
indigenous*society*in*general.**Yet*that*classification*is*constantly*challenged*by*the*claims*














nonNindigenous* society,* attracting* a* narrower* bundle* of* rights* than* groups* with* Indian*
status.* * The* result* is* a* hierarchy* of* indigenous* peoples* or* a* kind* of* ladder* of* statuses.**
When*a*group*seeks*recognition*by*invoking*the*right*to*equality,*it*is*trying*to*climb*this*
ladder* as* much* as* it* can,* by* a* delicate* deployment* of* sameness* and* difference* in*
establishing* positive* and* negative* comparisons* to* other* groups* and* by* showing* to*





In* the* following*pages,* I*will* analyze* the* successive*use*of* formal*and*substantive*
conceptions* of* equality* to* justify* the* nonNrecognition* and,* later,* the* recognition* of*
Newfoundland*and*Labrador’s*indigenous*peoples.**For*each*group*that*sought*recognition,*
I*will* show*how* its*discourse*and*actions* invited*comparisons*with*certain*other*groups*
and*avoided*comparisons*with*others.**The*focus*will*not*be*so*much*on*court*decisions,*for*
most*lawsuits*were*settled,*but*on*the*arguments*made*in*various*legal*fora*as*well*as*the*
reconfiguration* of* political* organizations* that* reflected* the* struggles* for* recognition.**







During* the* period* preceding* Confederation* in* 1949,* the* “official”* classification* of* the*
indigenous* peoples* was* based* on* the* “Indian/white”* dichotomy.11* * The* Indian( Act*
categorized,* through* the*use*of* criteria*based*on*ancestry,* a*number*of*persons*as*being*
“Indian,”* and* those* who* were* not* “Indians”* were* defined* as* being* “persons.”12* * The*
assumption*behind*the*classification*was*that*“Indians”*were*uncivilized,*and*the*goal,*as*
exemplified* through* the* statutory* mechanism* of* enfranchisement,* was* to* bring* an*




















by*an* indigenous*people* called* the*Beothuk.* *Labrador,*on* its*part,*was* inhabited*by* the*
Inuit,*mainly*on*the*coast,*and*by*the*Innu,*who*occupied*mostly*the*interior.*
What*remains*a*matter*of*debate*is*the*circumstances*of*the*arrival*of*the*Mi’kmaq*
in* Newfoundland.* * The* Mi’kmaq* assert* that* they* were* able* to* cross* Cabot* Strait* from*
today’s* Nova* Scotia* and* to* establish* themselves* in* southern* Newfoundland* before* the*








of*disease,* the*Beothuk*became*extinct* in* the*early*19th*century.* *The*characterization*of*
those*events*remains*highly*controversial:*some*go*as*far*as*to*speak*of*extermination16*or*

























it* did* not* have* rules* concerning* Indian* status,* that* would* legally* ascribe* an* indigenous*
identity*to*a*part*of*its*population.*
The*ethnic* identity*of* the* indigenous*peoples*of*Newfoundland*and*Labrador*was*




On* the* Island,*Mi’kmaq* identity* became* less* visible* as* a* result* of* such* factors.* * It*
appears* that* the* Mi’kmaq* intermarried* in* large* numbers* with* nonNindigenous*
Newfoundlanders.* *Mi’kmaq* identity*was* not* always* transmitted* to* the* children* of* such*
unions,* as* indigenous* ancestry* was* often* a* source* of* shame* (the* term* “jackatar”* was*
pejoratively*used*to*describe*persons*with*indigenous*ancestry).* *Bartels*and*Bartels*give*
examples* of* persons* who* have* Mi’kmaq* ancestry* but* were* not* told* about* it* in* their*
childhood*and*who*only*recently*decided*to*emphasize*that*aspect*of* their* identity.21* *As*
descendants* of* these* unions* integrated* into* mainstream* society,* distinctive* cultural*
practices* were* not* always* retained* and* homogeneous* and* isolated* indigenous*
communities* were* no* longer* the* norm.* * Yet,* some* communities* remained* ostensibly*

























from* the* Inuit,* yet* developed* a* culture* that* drew* upon* both* indigenous* and* European*
traits.23* * These* people* were* called* the* “Settlers”* or,* in* Inuktitut,*Kablunangajuit.24* * The*




structured* administration* of* that* part* of* the* territory* resulted* in* a* higher* degree* of*
assimilation* to* European* culture,* including* a* much* less* frequent* use* of* the* Inuktitut*
language.* *Moreover,* stigmatization*of* indigenous* identity* led*many*people* to*hide* their*
ancestry,* although* indigenous* persons* knew* that* they* were* different* from* their* nonN
indigenous*neighbours.26**According*to*scholar*John*C.*Kennedy,*“Group*consciousness*was*
tacit,* loosely* bounded,* not* reinforced* by* social* or* administrative* institutions,* and* not*






governments* initially* thought* that* the* Indian( Act* would* apply* in* the* new* province,28*
entailing* the* creation* of* reserves* and* bands* and* the* registration* of* Indians,* they* later*
changed* their* minds* and* decided,* provisionally* at* least,* to* treat* indigenous*
Newfoundlanders*no*differently*than*other*citizens.*
This* decision*must* be* set* against* the* background* of* the* Canadian* policies* of* the*
time.**In*1949,*a*process*of*revision*of*the*Indian(Act*was*underway.**The*distinctive*legal*


















them* for* their* assimilation* in* mainstream* Canadian* society,* i.e.,* their* becoming* “full*
citizens.”**The*new*Act,*adopted*in*1951,*promoted*enfranchisement,*i.e.,*the*loss*of*Indian*
status*of*those*who*had*attained*a*certain*“degree*of*civilization.”* * It*would*also,*through*
section* 88,* pave* the*way* for* the* application* of* provincial* legislation* and* services* to* the*
indigenous*peoples.**The*reluctance*to*extend*the*reach*of*the*Indian(Act*was*also*evident*
in* the* Canadian* government’s* refusal* to* apply* it* to* the* Inuit,* despite* a* Supreme* Court*
decision*holding*that*they*fell*under*federal*jurisdiction.29**Moreover,*in*the*years*following*










have* been* more* the* result* of* inertia* and* lack* of* interest* than* that* of* any* principled*
analysis.*
Moreover,*Canadian*officials*doubted*the*authenticity*of* the* indigenous* identity*of*
the*Mi’kmaq*of*Newfoundland.* * For* example,* an*official* sent*on*a* factNfinding*mission* in*





public* denials* of* responsibility* and* internal* debates* as* to* its* jurisdiction,* it* concluded*
funding* agreements* with* the* province* to* cover* the* costs* of* providing* services* to* the*
indigenous*population,*first*in*1954,*and*then*with*respect*to*a*broader*range*of*services*in*
1965.33* * One* original* feature* of* these* agreements* is* that* they* did* not* focus* on* services*
provided* to* individuals* holding* Indian* status,* but* provided* benefits* to* all* residents* of*









11                          EQUALLY RECOGNIZED? THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES*
certain* “designated* communities,”* which* were* generally* regarded* as* being* mostly*
indigenous.34* * Initially,* the* designated* communities* were* all* in* northern* Labrador,* but*
Conne*River*was*added*in*1973,*at*the*behest*of*the*Native*Association*of*Newfoundland*
and* Labrador* (the* “NANL”).35* * Even* though* these* agreements* were* based* on* the*











various* comparisons* could* be* drawn* and* some* of* them* would* support* the* granting* of*










concept* of* equality.* Beyond* that,* they* also* sought* to* position* themselves* as* being* the*
equals*of*other* indigenous*groups.* * In*so*doing,* they*were* inviting*comparisons*between*
various*indigenous*groups,*thus*asserting*their*“sameness*in*difference.”**But*some*groups*
of*the*province*also*sought*to*distance*themselves*from*other*groups*that*were*perceived*
as* “less* indigenous,”* in* order* to* increase* their* chances* of* obtaining* recognition.* * In* so*
doing,* they* were* trying* to* position* themselves* within* the* classification* or* hierarchy* of*











indigenous*groups* that* results* from* federal*policies37* and* they*were* indicating* to*whom*
they*wanted*to*be*compared.*
During* the* relevant* period,* that* classification* became* more* complex* than* the*
“Indian/nonNIndian”* binary* distinction* that* underpins* the* Indian( Act.* * Of* course,* First*
Nations* composed* of* status* Indians* residing* on* reserves* remain* at* the* top* of* the*
classification.* * Yet,* as*more*and*more* status* Indians*have*moved*outside* the* reserves* to*
live* in* an* urban* or* rural* setting,* federal* policies* and* legislation* operate* in* a* way* that*




them* on* par* with* status* Indians* and* grant* them* similar* benefits,* with* some* notable*
exceptions* such* as* the* tax* exemption.* * This* similarity* of* treatment,* combined* with* the*




In* an* attempt* to* manage* the* increasing* attractiveness* of* indigeneity* and* the*
growing*number*of*groups*who*sought*recognition,*the*federal*government*constructed*a*
“nonNstatus”* indigenous* population* and* dealt*with* it* through* channels* that* are* separate*
from* the* Indian* Affairs* bureaucracy.* * While* it* is* by* no* means* homogeneous,* this* third*
category*comprises*persons*who*are*neither*status*Indians*nor*Inuit*and*who*may*chose*to*
identify* to* such* labels* as* Métis,* nonNstatus* Indians* or* Aboriginals.* * The* federal*
government’s* refusal* to* consider* that* this* category*of*persons* falls*under* its* jurisdiction*
places*them*at*a*serious*disadvantage*compared*to*status*Indians*and*Inuit;*most*programs*
offered* to* the* latter* are* unavailable* to* these* groups.38* * Yet,* the* federal* government* has*
provided* funding* to* associations* that* represent* this* category* of* persons,* and* certain*
programs*are*made*available*to*all*indigenous*persons*irrespective*of*Indian*status.39**The*
selection*of*the*groups*to*whom*such*funding*is*offered*has*had*a*significant*influence*on*
the* structuring* of* indigenous* identity.40* * Thus,* the* government* recognizes* one* national*
association* (the* Métis* National* Council* or* “MNC”)* and* one* association* in* each* of* the*
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Western*provinces*and*Ontario* representing* the*Métis*Nations*of* the*Canadian*West.* * In*
addition,* the* government* funds* one* national* association* (the* Congress* of* Aboriginal*
Peoples* or* “CAP”)* and* its* provincial* affiliates* to* represent* aboriginal* peoples* who* are*
neither* status* Indians,* Inuit* nor*members* of* the*Métis* Nation.* * Yet,* CAP’s* affiliates*may*
have* membership* policies* that* exclude* a* number* of* persons* who* assert* an* indigenous*
identity,41* thus*creating*a* fourth*category*of* indigenous*peoples*who*are*deprived*of*any*
official* recognition* or* rights* and* whose* political* organization* is* limited* to* selfNfunded*
voluntary*associations.*
Over*the*last*40*years,*the*indigenous*groups*of*Newfoundland*and*Labrador*have*
tried* to* gain* recognition* not* only* from* governments,* but* also* from* the* associations*
representing* the* various* categories* of* indigenous* peoples* elsewhere* in* the* country.**
Recent* research* has* highlighted* the* part* played* by* interNindigenous* recognition* in* the*
definition* of* various* forms* of* indigenous* status.42* * In* the* case* at* hand,* such* recognition*
allowed* certain* groups* to* buttress* their* equality* claims* by* inviting* a* comparison* with*















While* the* two* groups* remained* quite* distinct,* the* “designated* communities”* system*
resulted* in* both* being* eligible* for* the* benefits* resulting* from* federalNprovincial*
agreements.* * In* the* early*1970’s,*when* indigenous* groups* across* the* country* intensified*
their*political*organization,* the* Inuit*of*northern*Labrador*were*approached*by* the* Inuit*
Tapirisat*of*Canada,* the*national* Inuit*organization,* to* form*a* regional* chapter.43* *This* is*
how* the* Labrador* Inuit* Association* (“LIA”)* was* created* in* 1972N73.* * Yet,* the* issue* of*
membership* in* the* LIA* sparked* a* controversy:* could* the* Settlers* join* this* organization?**











Initially,* it* appears* that* the* ITC* was* reluctant* towards* the* possibility* of* extending* LIA*
membership* to* the* Settlers.* * However,* the* LIA* eventually* decided* to* admit* the* Settlers,*







The*LIA*eventually* filed* a* land* claim,*which*was*quickly* accepted* for*negotiation,*
perhaps* because* the* indigenous* identity* of* the* Inuit* and* the* validity* of* their* claims* are*
rarely*doubted.* *Despite*delays* in* the*negotiation*process,* the*Labrador* Inuit*Agreement*
was* concluded* in* 2005* and* provided* for* the* creation* of* a* regional* government,* the*
Nunatsiavut*Government,*that*is*controlled*by*the*Inuit*and*Settlers.46**The*definition*of*the*
beneficiaries*of*the*Agreement*was*tailored*to*take*into*account*the*two*groups*comprising*
the* LIA,* although* there* is* a* single* registry,* which* means* that* the* two* groups* are* now*
legally*merged.*
Geographical* isolation*may* also*have*played* a* role* in* the* acceptance*of* the* InuitN
Settler*alliance*by* the*governments.* *By*restricting* the*area*of* its* land*claim* to*northern*
Labrador,* the* LIA* excluded* persons* of* Inuit* ancestry* living* in* central* and* southern*
Labrador,* whose* indigenous* identity* had* received* less* outside* recognition* and* whose*
claims*might*be*more*threatening*to*military*and*resource*development*interests.*
Thus,* the*signature*of* the*Agreement*consecrated* the*equal* treatment*of* the* Inuit*
and*Settlers*of*Labrador,*affirming*in*a*sense*that*there*is*no*natural*boundary*between*the*
two* groups,* at* least* with* respect* to* the* northern* part* of* Labrador.* * The* Settlers* were*
successful* in* their* assertion* of* sameness* to* the* Inuit,* although* in* the* process* their*





The* early* 1970’s* also* saw* the* development* of* indigenous* political* organizations* on* the*
Island* of* Newfoundland,* first* through* the* Native* Association* of* Newfoundland* and*
Labrador* (“NANL”),* which,* as* its* name* indicated,* initially* attempted* to* cover* the*whole*
province.*NANL*was*founded*in*1973,*apparently*with*the*support*of*the*Native*Council*of*





15                          EQUALLY RECOGNIZED? THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES*
Canada* (“NCC,”* the*predecessor*of*CAP),* the*association* that* represented*nonNstatus*and*
Métis*people*across*Canada.47**Yet,*as*we*saw*above,*the*federal*government*currently*does*
not* recognize* the* NCC/CAP*membership* as* falling* under* its* jurisdiction* over* “Indians,”*
even* though* it*has*accepted* to* fund*certain*programs* for* their*benefit.* *Moreover,*as*we*
saw*above,*the*cultural*authenticity*of*Mi’kmaq*people*on*the*Island*was*often*doubted*by*
outsiders.* * Thus,* the* NANL* suffered* from* the* outset* of* a* negative* perception,* probably*
reinforced*by*the*decision*of*the*Innu*of*Labrador*to*dissociate*from*it*and*to*pursue*their*
claims*separately.*
In* order* to* combat* this* perception,* the* NANL* changed* its* name* to* Federation* of*
Newfoundland* Indians* (“FNI”)*and*moved* its*headquarters* to*Conne*River,* a* community*
whose* indigenous* character* appeared*more* obvious* to* outsiders,* in* part* because* it*was*
inhabited*mainly* by*Mi’kmaq,* thus* giving* it* a* greater* degree* of* homogeneity* than* other*
Mi’kmaq*communities*on*the*Island,*and*because*Newfoundland*had*considered*setting*a*




of* FNI*members* and* announced* that* it*would* require* genealogical* evidence* to* prove* it.**
Conne*River*was*selected*as*a*“pilot*project.”**In*1982,*realizing*that*it*alone*could*satisfy*




Miawpukek*members* are,* individually,* exempt* from* tax* for* their* income* earned* on* the*




First*Nations* in*Canada,* in* effect* allowing*Miawpukek* to* join* the*uppermost* category*of*
indigenous* peoples* in* the* official* classification.* * In* the* process,* other* members* of* the*
original* class*were*pushed*down* the* ladder*and* their* status*was* likened* to* those*whose*
identity*is*doubtful*or*contested*and*who*receive*fewer*rights*as*a*result.**And*perhaps*the*
Miawpukek*benefited* from*the*presumption,*which*underpins* the* federal* funding*policy,*
that* there*must* be* some* Indian* group* in* each* province,* in* the* sense* that* there*was* no*
group* in* the* region*with* a* better* claim* to* indigeneity.50* * It*may* also* be* that* the* glaring*
omission* to* recognize* the* indigenous* peoples* of* the* province* in* 1949* created* the*
impression*that*there*was*a*gap*to*be*filled.*












or* treaty* rights* or,* in* some* cases,* both.* * However,* the* provincial* government* has*
challenged* Miawpukek’s* claim* of* aboriginal* rights* on* the* basis* that* the* Mi’kmaq* were*
brought* to* the* Island* by* the* French* –* to* put* it*more* bluntly,* they*were* “immigrants.”51**
Therefore,*they*could*not*establish*that*they*exercised*rights*there*before*the*first*contacts*
with* the* Europeans,* as* required* by* the* Supreme* Court* in* Van( der( Peet.52* * Thus,* the*
province’s* court*of*appeal*denied* their* claim* in*a*2006*case.53* *This*means*not*only* that*
Miawpukek*members*do*not*have*aboriginal*rights*to*hunt,*trap*and*fish*in*their*traditional*













agreement* (“IBA”)* concerning* the* Voisey’s* Bay* mining* project* that* affected* their*
traditional*lands.**Thus,*their*lack*of*status*did*not*prevent*them*from*being*recognized*by*
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with* the*Canadian*Human*Rights*Commission.* *The*choice*of* that* forum* is* telling,*as* the*
Commission*is*rarely*asked*to*inquire*into*the*political*claims*of*the*indigenous*peoples,*in*
large*part*because*matters*arising*under*the*Indian(Act*were,*until*recently,*excluded*from*
its* jurisdiction.58* *As*the*Commission’s*mandate* is* to* implement*the*right*to*equality,* the*
Innu*complaint*was*framed*specifically*in*those*terms:*
[…]*the*policies*of* the*Canadian*and*Newfoundland*governments*regarding*
the* delivery* of* most* services* to* the* Innu* does* not* recognize* them* as* an*




social* services* and* to* enter* into* negotiations* towards* selfNgovernment.* * To* handle* the*
complaint,* the* Commission* appointed* a* special* investigator,* Dean* Don* McRae* of* the*
University*of*Ottawa,*who*produced*a*report*that*largely*substantiated*the*Innu*complaint.**
Thus,* the* federal* government’s* failure* “to* acknowledge* and* assume* its* constitutional*
responsibility*for*the*Innu*as*aboriginal*people”*resulted*in*the*loss*of*“the*opportunity*at*
that* time* to* become* registered* under* the* Indian* Act* and* to* have* reserves* created.”**
Moreover,* the* consequence*of* this*denial*was* that* “the* Innu*have*not* received* the* same*
level*and*quality*of*services*as*are*made*available*to*other*aboriginal*peoples*in*Canada.”60**
It*is*worthy*of*note*that*in*this*process,*the*investigator*did*not*see*it*necessary*to*belabour*
the* point* that* the* Innu*were* indigenous* nor* to* justify* his* choice* of* First* Nations* under*
federal* jurisdiction*elsewhere* in*the*country*as* the*proper*comparator,*as* if* these*points*
were*obvious.*
The* complaint* and* the* report* eventually* induced* the* federal* government* to* offer*
recognition*to*the*Innu*as*Indian(Act*bands,*which*materialized*in*2002.61**Reserves*were*
created* at* Sheshatshiu* and* Natuashish.* * As* a* result,* the* Innu* are* now* eligible* for* a* tax*
exemption*for*income*earned*on*the*reserves*as*well*as*for*the*other*benefits*granted*by*
the* federal* government* to* individual* Indians* (e.g.,* postNsecondary* tuition* fees* or* nonN
insured* health* benefits)* and,* collectively,* to* benefits* provided* to* Indian* bands* with* a*











reserve.* * Collectively,* the* Innu* bands* can* now* benefit* from* the*whole* array* of* financial*
agreements*extended*to*other*First*Nations.*
D.! THE!ISLAND:!QALIPU!
In* the* early* 1980s,* the* singling* out* of* the* Conne* River* community* as* the* only*
Newfoundland* Mi’kmaq* community* to* be* transformed* into* an* Indian* band* (the*
Miawpukek)* amounted* to* a* clear* differentiation* between* “authentic”* Indians* and* other*
indigenous*peoples*who*were*not*deserving*of* federal*recognition.* *The* implied*message*
was* that* the* communities* represented*by* the*Federation*of*Newfoundland* Indians*were*
less*authentic*than*the*Miawpukek.* *Of*course,*this*was*rarely*officially*stated*in*so*many*
words.**Perhaps*one*candid*statement*was*made*by*a*federal*official*in*1949,*to*the*effect*
that* the* Mi’kmaq* had* become* “merged* with* other* citizens.”62* * The* idea* that* further*
genealogical* research*was*needed,* given*as*an*explanation*of*why*only*Conne*River*was*
recognized* in* the* early* 1980s,* may* be* a* more* polite* way* of* describing* the* widespread*
disbelief*towards*the*authenticity*of*the*FNI*members*as*an*indigenous*group.*
The* federal* government’s* view*until* the* early* 2000s* seems* to*have*been* that* the*
FNI* membership* should* be* considered* as* “nonNstatus* Indians,”* thus* remaining* on* the*
lower*rung*of*the*classification.**And*this*was*reflected*in*the*fact*that*the*FNI*joined*CAP,*
the*national*association*that*represents*nonNstatus*and*offNreserve*indigenous*peoples.*Yet*
the* FNI* was* eventually* successful* in* asserting* its* right* to* Indian* status,* through* a*
combination*of*legal*action,*representation*of*an*“Indian”*identity*and*negotiation*with*the*
federal*government.*
When,* in* the* late* 1980’s,* the* federal* government* announced* that* it* would* not*
pursue*the*option*of*registering*FNI*members*as*Indians,*the*FNI*responded*with*a*lawsuit*
in*the*Federal*Court,*in*which*it*claimed*the*following:*
1)* Declaring* that* the* FNI*Members* are* “Indians”*within* the*meaning* of* s.*
91(24)*of*The*Constitution*Act,*1867;*
2)* Declaring* that* the* failure* of* Canada* to* provide* the* Plaintiffs* with* the*
benefits,* entitlements* and* rights* provided* to* other* recognized* Indians* and*
Indian*bands,* including*members*of* the*Conne*River*(Miawpukek)*Band,* is*
discriminatory,*and*contrary*to*Section*15(1)*of*the*Charter;*
3)* Declaring* that* the* FNI* Members* are* entitled* to* receive* benefits* from*
Canada* comparable* to* those* provided* by* Canada* to* the* Conne* River*
(Miawpukek)* Band* members* under* the* Canada/Newfoundland/Native*
Peoples* Conne* River* Agreement* of* 4* July* 1981,* and* any* successor*
agreement;*
                                                
62"" Supra,"note"32."
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4)*Directing*the*GovernorNinNCouncil*to*recognize*the*member*Bands*of*the*
Federation*as*bands*under*The*Indian*Act;*and*
5)* Awarding* damages* to* the* Federation* for* the* breach* by* Canada* of* its*
fiduciary* obligation* to* the*member* Bands* of* the* Federation,*which* breach*
was*Canada’s*failure*to*extend*the*benefits*of*The*Indian*Act*and*the*CNA*to*
them.63*
As*can*be*seen* from*this*summary,* the*FNI* lawsuit*was*based*on*the*concept*of*a*
fiduciary*obligation,*but*most*importantly*on*the*right*to*equality.**Thus,*the*statement*of*
claim64* indicates*clearly*to*whom*the*FNI*members*want*to*be*compared.* * It*asserts*that*
the* FNI* membership* is* part* of* a* single* “Mi’kmaq* Indian* Nation”* present* throughout*
Atlantic*Canada*and*in*Eastern*Quebec*(para.*4).**FNI*members*are*said*to*be*recognized*by*
the* Grand* Council* of* the* Mi’kmaq* Nation* (para.* 5),* which* shows* the* importance* of*
recognition*by*other* indigenous*groups* in* the*assertion*of* indigenous* identity.* * It* is*also*
stated* that* there*are* “no* significant* racial,* cultural*or*ethnographic*differences”*between*
the*FNI*membership*and*Mi’kmaq*in*other*provinces*who*are*recognized*as*status*Indians*
(para.* 18).* * More* specifically,* the* statement* of* claim* asserts* that* there* is* no* defensible*
distinction*between*the*Miawpukek*(Conne*River)*Band*and*the*FNI*member*bands:*
that*the*Mi’kmaq*who*live*in*or*contiguous*to*the*community*of*Conne*River*
and* the* Mi’kmaq* who* live* elsewhere* on* the* Island* of* Newfoundland* are*
descended*from*common*ancestors,*and*that*there*are*no*significant*racial,*
cultural* or* ethnographic* differences* between* and* among* them,* except*
insofar* as* any* two* individuals* may* have* a* different* number* of* Indians*
among* their* ancestors.* * A* Mi’Kmaq* who* lives* in* Conne* River* ultimately*
shares*the*same*Indian*ancestry,*either*as*to*nature*or*degree,*as*a*Mi’Kmaq*
Indian*who*lives*elsewhere*on*the*Island*(para.*17).*
It* then* goes* on* to* highlight* the* fact* that* the* FNI* member* bands* have* not* been*





the* Innu* case,* the* Commission*mandated* an* external* investigator,* Professor* Noel* Lyon.**
Professor* Lyon’s* report* drew* upon* the* findings* of* Dean*McRae’s* report* concerning* the*
Innu* and* stated* that* they* “applie[d]* equally* to* the*Mikmaq*peoples* of*Newfoundland.”65**
Yet,* contrary* to* the* McRae* report,* the* Lyon* report* acknowledged* that* the* indigenous*
identity* of* the* FNI* members* was* being* questioned* and* that* the* issue* needed* to* be*










whether* the* FNI* members* would* have* been* entitled* to* registration* had* the* Indian( Act*
criteria*been*applied*to*them*in*1949.**He*went*on*to*lament*the*effects*of*colonization*on*
the*assertion*of*Mi’kmaq*identity:*
With* the* passage* of* time* the* processes* of* intermarriage* and* assimilation*
with* the* incoming* European* peoples* makes* it* increasingly* difficult* to*
establish* Mikmaq* identity.* * If* the* process* of* registration* had* been*
undertaken* in* 1949* the* greater* isolation* of* Mikmaq* communities* would*
have* made* the* task* easier.* * Only* the* tenacious* commitment* of* these* ten*
communities*to*the*cultural*heritage*of*their*children*has*kept*the*lines*that*










band*and* to* the*way* in*which* they*were*mingled*with*nonNindigenous*communities.* *He*
also* stressed* the* finite*number*of*members*of* each*band,*and* the* fact* that*each*of* them*
applied*strict*membership*criteria*similar*to*those*found*in*the*Indian(Act,*so*that*the*FNI*
claim*was*not*“an*openNended*claim*made*on*behalf*of*a*potentially*unlimited*number*of*
persons.”68*He* even*noted* that* the*FNI,*with* federal* funding,* conducted* an* “institutional*
framework* project”* that* outlined* in* detail* the* steps* already* taken* by* the* FNI* bands* to*
organize*on*a*voluntary*basis*and*how*this*organization*could*be*further*developed*after*
federal*recognition.* *Thus,*his*report*emphasized*characteristics*of*the*FNI*members*that*
are* usually* considered* typical* of* indigenous* communities,* and*more* specifically* of* First*
Nations*governed*by*the*Indian(Act.*
Nevertheless,*Professor*Lyon’s*report*contained*the*seed*of*one*striking*feature*of*
the* regime* that* would* be* put* in* place* a* decade* later.* * He* noted* that* most* of* the*
communities*other*than*Conne*River*(and*perhaps*Glenwood)*would*not*be*suited*for*the*
creation*of*Indian(Act*reserves:*
What* struck* me* most* forcefully* at* the* end* of* my* visits* to* FNI* member*
communities*was*the*inappropriateness*of*the*Indian(Act*to*their*situations,*
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with* the* possible* exception* of* Glenwood.* * That* situation* is* a* product* of*
considerable* intermarriage* with* nonNnatives,* going* back* over* a* very* long*
time,* and* extensive* integration* with* nonNnative* communities.* * It* was* the*
relative*absence*of*these*factors*at*Conne*River*that*made*recognition*under*
the*Indian(Act*acceptable*to*the*federal*government.69*
He* thus* suggested* that* the* federal* government* recognize* the* FNI* bands* as*
“legitimate*Mikmaq*communities,”*but*that*the*Indian(Act*model*should*not*be*imposed*on*






The*negotiations* that*began*shortly* thereafter*and* that* intensified* in*2003*picked*
on* that* idea.* * In* an* agreement* reached* in* late* 2007,* the* federal* government* agreed* to*
create* one* “landless* band”* encompassing* all* Mi’kmaq* individuals* (except* Miawpukek*
members)* on* the* island* of*Newfoundland.70* * That* band,* called* the*Qalipu*Mi’kmaq* First*
Nation*band,*would*be*governed*by*the*Indian(Act,*but*no*reserve*would*be*created*for*it.**
That*means* that* the*Qalipu*band*will*not*exercise*any* jurisdiction*of*a* territorial*nature,*
such*as*the*powers*provided*for*in*section*81*of*the*Indian(Act.*It*will*rather*focus*on*the*
provision* of* services* to* its* members.* * Qalipu* members* will* be* eligible* for* the* benefits*
afforded*directly*by*the*federal*government*to*status*Indians*irrespective*of*their*residence*
on* or* off* a* reserve,* such* as* nonNinsured* health* benefits* and* postNsecondary* education*
support.* *However,* they*will* not* be* entitled* to* the* rights* that* depend*on* residence*on* a*
reserve,*such*as*the*tax*exemption*in*section*87*of*the*Indian(Act*or*certain*federal*funding*
programs*that*are*only*available*to*First*Nations*possessing*a*reserve.*




much* greater* number* of* persons* applied* and* the* Qalipu* band* was* officially* created* by*

















remain* on* the* lower* rung*of* the* official* classification* of* the* indigenous*peoples,* the* FNI*
was*able*to*impose*the*idea*that*the*appropriate*comparison*was*with*status*Indians*and*
not*with* nonNstatus* individuals* elsewhere* in* the* country.* * Thus,* it*was* able* to* secure* a*
place* in* the* category* that* is* associated* with* the* largest* bundle* of* rights* and* benefits.**
However,*this*admission*among*the*status*Indians*came*at*a*price:*the*reconfiguration*of*
that* category* through* the* new* concept* of* the* “landless* band,”72* which* carries* lesser*
benefits* than* a* band*with* a* reserve.73* *Moreover,* the* courts* of* the* province* have* so* far*
denied*that*the*Mi’kmaq*enjoy*aboriginal*rights,*which*makes*for*a*further*differentiation*
with*First*Nations*in*other*provinces*or*territories.74*
Thus,* what* was* viewed* as* an* anomaly* is* now* a* new* subNcategory* in* the* official*
classification.* *Whether* this*will* serve* as*precedent* for* groups* elsewhere* in* the* country*
(for*instance,*urban*indigenous*groups)*remains*to*be*seen.*
E.! THE!LABRADOR!MÉTIS!NATION/NUNATUKAVUT!
The* last* indigenous* group* to* seek* political* and* legal* recognition* in* Newfoundland* and*
Labrador*is*the*Labrador*Métis*Nation,*which*was*created*in*1985.**As*mentioned*earlier,*
groups*of*mixed*ancestry* formed* in*Labrador*as*a*result*of* the*arrival*of*European*men.**
However,* those* “Settler”* or* “InuitNMétis”* communities* were* more* visible* in* northern*
Labrador.* * Persons* of* mixed* ancestry* in* southern* Labrador* were* subjected* to* greater*
assimilative*pressures*and*their*identity*was*often*hidden*from*outsiders.**Moreover,*when*
the*“designated*communities”*system*was*put*in*place*after*Confederation,*only*northern*




The* Labrador*Métis* Nation*was* formed* in* 1985* by* persons* of*mixed* ancestry* in*
southern*Labrador*who*chose*to*reassert*their*indigenous*identity.**As*Professor*Kennedy*
notes,* for* those* people* “pride* and* interest* in* one’s* roots* have* replaced* stigma* and*
shame.”76**Initially,*the*group*was*met*with*challenges*to*its*indigeneity*and*accusations*of*
opportunism.* *While*one*could*assume* that* the*group*would*at*most*be* classified* in* the*
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“lowest”*category*of*indigenous*peoples*(nonNstatus*Indians*and*Métis),*it*was*successful*in*
asserting*its*identity,*to*the*point*that*it*may*possibly*claim*status*as*Inuit.*
Indeed,* the* LMN* affiliated* with* the* Native* Council* of* Canada,* which* became* the*
Congress*of*Aboriginal*Peoples,*the*association*that*represents*nonNstatus*and*offNreserve*
indigenous* peoples.* * Under* that* umbrella,* it* participated* in* certain* federal* programs,*
especially* in* the* field* of* labour* market* training,* that* were* designed* to* apply* to* all*
indigenous* peoples* across* the* country,* irrespective* of* status.77* * Moreover,* it* recently*
changed*its*name*for*Nunatukavut*Community*Council,*a*name*that*underscores*the*Inuit*
roots*of*its*distinctive*identity.*
The* LMN*was* also* successful* in* persuading* the* Royal* Commission* on* Aboriginal*
Peoples*of*its*indigenous*identity.**In*its*1996*report,*the*Commission*stated:*
Certainly,*the*Labrador*Métis*community*exhibits*the*historical*rootedness,*
social* cohesiveness* and* cultural* selfNconsciousness* that* are* essential* to*
nationhood,*and*they*are*developing*a*political*organization*that*will*allow*
them*to*engage*in*effective*nationNtoNnation*negotiation*and*to*exercise*selfN
government.*While* the*way* of* life* of* the* Labrador*Métis* is* very* similar* to*
that* of* Labrador* Inuit* and* Innu,* the*Métis* culture* is* sufficiently*distinct* to*
mark*them*as*a*unique*people,*and*in*our*view*they*are*likely*to*be*accorded*
nation*status*under*the*recognition*policy*we*propose.78*
This* represented* a* powerful* endorsement,* as* the* Commission* refused* to* give* an*
opinion*on*the*situation*of*Métis*groups*other*than*the*Métis*Nation*of* the*West*and*the*
Métis* of* Labrador.* * The* Commission’s* explicit* reference* to* the* Labrador*Métis*was* also*
noted* by* the* Supreme* Court* of* Canada* in* the* Powley* case,* in* which* the* LMN* was* an*
intervener.79*
However,* the*most* interesting*aspect*of*LMN’s* identity* claims* is* its*application* to*
the* courts* of* the* province* for* the* recognition* of* the* provincial* government’s* duty* to*
consult*them*before*undertaking*the*construction*of*the*TransNLabrador*highway.80**Under*
the* framework* laid* out* by* the* Supreme*Court* in* the*Haida(Nation* case,81* an* indigenous*
group*need*only*bring*prima* facie* evidence*of* an*aboriginal* right* in*order* to* trigger* the*















While* presenting* their* claim* as* beneficiaries* of* Inuit* aboriginal* rights,* the*
[LMN]*say*it*is*possible*that,*as*a*matter*of*law,*their*claim*may*eventually*be*
founded* upon* Métis* rights.** They* submit,* however,* that* they* need* not*
definitively* take* a* position,* at* this* stage,* as* to* whether* they* are* Inuit* or*
Métis,* saying* that* this* will* ultimately* be* determined* by* the* courts,* as* a*
matter*of* law,*once*the*essential* facts*have*been*established.**For*now,*say*








Inuit* or* to* Métis?* * The* answer* will* likely* determine* the* bundle* of* rights* that* they* will*
secure.*
IV.!Conclusion!
In*1949,*applying*equality,* in* its* formal*conception,*was*simple:*no*one*in*Newfoundland*
was* to* be* granted* Indian* status,* and* everyone*would* be* treated* equally.* *More* than* 60*
years* later,*substantive*equality*has*been*a*driving*force* in*the*emergence*of*a*mosaic*of*
indigenous* groups.* * Paradoxically,* however,* each* group* has* secured* different* types* of*
status*and*different*rights*and*benefits.*
In* the* process,* groups* seeking* recognition* claimed* equal* treatment* by* drawing*
comparisons* with* already* recognized* groups* elsewhere* in* the* country* or* within* the*
province.* * They* asserted* “sameness* in* difference,”* rather* than* attempting* to* show* that*
their*own*difference* from*nonNindigenous* society* is* in* and*of* itself* a* ground* for* specific*
rights.* *And*this*search*for*the*appropriate*comparator*had*profound*implications*for*the*
political* organization* of* the* indigenous* peoples* of* the* province,* as* certain* groups* split*
from*organizations*that*included*other*groups*that*were*considered*of*dubious*indigenous*
identity*by*mainstream*society.**If*the*Supreme*Court*wants*to*downplay*the*importance*of*
comparator* groups* in* the* application* of* the* right* to* equality,* the* realNlife* experience*
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with*very*different*bundles*of*rights*and*financing,*unless*this*disparity*can*be*justified*by*
the* different* needs* and* circumstances* of* each.84* * As*mentioned* in* Part* I,* whether* such*
justification*exists*is*difficult*to*measure.**Identity*does*not*lend*itself*to*easy*comparisons.**
But* a* critical* observer* would* note* that* whatever* comparisons* won* the* day* in*
Newfoundland*and*Labrador*were* likely*based*on*nonNindigenous*perceptions*about* the*
degree* of* authenticity* of* each* group’s* indigenous* identity,* as* well* as* purely* contingent*
factors*such*as*a*group’s*political*bargaining*position,*timing*and*sheer*luck.**And*indeed,*
there* does* not* seem* to* be* any* obvious* reason* why* northern* and* southern* Settlers* are*
treated*differently,*or*why*Miawpukek*has*a*reserve*and*Qalipu*does*not.*
On* the* positive* side,* we* may* note* that* the* official* recognition* of* status* and* the*
obtaining* of* at* least* certain* rights* is* a* valuable* achievement* for* groups* who* were*





status* and* rights* of* different* indigenous* groups,85* political* resolution* based* on*more* or*
less* intuitive* comparisons* and* differential* rights* may* be* the* best* that* unrecognized*
indigenous*groups*can*hope*for*in*the*foreseeable*future.**
Nevertheless,* the* current* situation* is* unsatisfactory,* especially*when*we* consider*
the*number*of*indigenous*groups*in*other*parts*of*Canada*that*are*claiming*some*form*of*







                                                
84"" Indeed,"the"Supreme"Court"indicates"that"distinctions"may"be"compatible"with"the"right"to"equality"if"they"
“correspond”"to"the"characteristics"or"circumstances"of"the"claimant:"Law#v.#Canada#(Minister#of#Employment#and#
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Recognition:"Toward"a"Policy"of"Recognition"of"Aboriginal"Peoples"in"Canada”"in"Louis"A."Knafla"and"Haijo"Westra,"
eds.,"Aboriginal#Title#and#Indigenous#Peoples:#Canada,#Australia,#and#New#Zealand"(Vancouver:"UBC"Press,"2010)"
125."It"must"be"noted,"however,"that"a"similar"system"in"the"United"States"has"been"the"subject"of"criticism:"Mark"
E."Miller,"Forgotten#Tribes:#Unrecognized#Indians#and#the#Federal#Acknowledgement#Process"(Lincoln:"University"of"
Nebraska"Press,"2004);"Renée"A."Cramer,"Cash,#Color#and#Colonialism:#The#Politics#of#Tribal#Acknowledgement"
(Norman:"University"of"Oklahoma"Press,"2005)."
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